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Grades 1-3 
Healthy Eating  

How did that get in my lunchbox? The Story of Food                                                 

The best part of a young child's day is often opening a lunchbox and diving in. But how did all 
that delicious food get there? Who made the bread for the sandwich? What about the cheese in-
side? Who plucked the fruit? And where did the chocolate in that cookie get its start? From plant-
ing wheat to mixing flour into dough, climbing trees to machine-squeezing fruit, picking cocoa 
pods to stirring a vat of melted bliss, here is a clear, engaging look at the steps involved in pro-
ducing some common foods. Healthy tips and a peek at basic food groups complete the menu. 

 
 

 

Grade 54321 + 10 Count Down To Your Health For Kids 

 
Kids discover the importance of eating fruits and vegetables, drinking water,  
having positive mental health, limiting time spent in front of a screen, getting plenty of physical activ-
ity and enough sleep.  
 
 
 

Let's Be Healthy 

Kate’s teeth are hurting because of neglect and poor diet. Kate sees the dentist and learns about 
good dental care, healthy eating and the right to the best healthcare and information.  

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?lid=6801951&SearchText=finding+my+magic&ID=763680


 Personal Safety  

&  

     I
njury Prevention  

 

Grades 1-3 

 

 

Getting to School Safely  

Introduces both the wrong way, and the right and safe way for children to get to school. Covers 

school bus safety, bicycle safety, walking safety and driving safety 

 

Are you a Bully Test? 

Many people may be bullies and not even know it. This program challenges students to think 
about their own behavior with a series of seven questions about physical, verbal, and exclusion-
ary bullying. Questions include Have you ever punched, shoved, or hit another boy or girl? Do 
you ever make fun of or tease other students or call them mean names? Do you often make fun 
of others because they are "different" from you or your friends? Have you purposely not invited 
someone to hang out with you and your friends? Do you gossip about other people or spread ru-
mors via text messages or through social network sites? After each question students describe 
their own experiences as victims and perpetrators of bullying. Their stories and comments by Joel 
Haber, a leading bullying expert, show how bullying hurts both the person being bullied and the 
bullies themselves.  

 
 

Rough Face Girl  
The boys are making fun of Dza because she is a girl. Winadzi calls her ugly which hurts her feel-
ings, so Frog tells her the story of the Rough Face girl.   



Grades 1-3 

Substa
nce Use,  

Addictions  &
 Related  

Behaviours 

 

 

 

What is Medicine? Wise Owl Drug Safety Kit 

In this video, viewers learn that medicines and other substances, like vitamins, can be helpful. At 
the same time, scenarios clearly illustrate the dangers of using medicines incorrectly. Viewers learn 
who is allowed to give them medicines, when medicines should be taken and how to take them 
safely. Viewers are also encouraged to ask permission before touching or tasting any substance, 
even one that looks like food 



Let’s be Healthy/(Finding My Magic Series)  

Kate learns about the right to good health, after a toothache caused by neglect  

 

Your Diet 
What things should you eat and drink to help you stay healthy? This program addresses this often 
confusing topic. Special emphasis is paid to healthy eating habits, “my plate”, and approach to 
meal planning. Concepts and terminology: nutrients, calories, junk food, balanced diet, food 
groups, and food labels  

HEALTHY HABITS 
This practical program stresses some of the fundamental essentials to maintaining body health. 
Everyday examples of healthy habits teach students how they can prevent sickness, and other 
health problems. Special emphasis is placed on life-long hygiene practices. Concepts and  
terminology: disease, sickness, hand-washing, germs, teeth brushing, sleep,  
nutrition, and annual physical. 

 

         Grades 1-3 

Wash Up: It's in Your Hands 
Discusses simple facts about hand washing-- why it's important, when to do it, and most important 
how to do it properly. Students also learn about microorganisms, viruses, and bacteria. In addition, 
they learn about other simple things they can do to stay clean-- washing their hair and caring for the 
clothes. 

Human Development  

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=hygiene&ID=353107


           Grades 3-6 

Health
y Eating  

 Is That Good For Me? Wise Owl Drug Safety Kit 

In this video, viewers learn how choices such as what to eat and when to go to bed can affect our 
minds and bodies, either positively or negatively. After Wendy and Wise Owl illustrate the benefits 
of healthy decisions, viewers are asked to consider a scene where alcohol is present. This intro-
duces the concept of dangerous substances like alcohol and tobacco. The positive effects of 
healthy decisions are also related to social skills and friendship. 
 

 

Eating Well with Canada's Food Guide 

Gives information on what each of the arcs in the rainbow represent, food portion sizes, what food 
labels tell you and the importance of a healthy diet and daily exercise. Discusses the different 
types of fats, whole grains, the importance of fruits and vegetables, what to look for in the grocery 
store, what is eaten by other cultures, vegetarians and the importance of staying active. 
 
 

What’s On Your Plate?  
WHAT'S ON YOUR PLATE? is a witty and provocative documentary about kids and food politics. 
Filmed over the course of one year, the film follows two eleven-year-old multi-racial city kids as 
they explore their place in the food chain. Sadie and Safiyah take a close look at food systems in 
New York City and its surrounding areas. With the camera as their companion, the girl guides talk 
to each other, food activists, farmers, new friends, storekeepers, their families, and the viewer, in 
their quest to understand what’s on all of our plates. The girls address questions regarding the 
origin of the food they eat, how it’s cultivated, how many miles it travels from the harvest to their 
plate, how it’s prepared, who prepares it, and what is done afterwards with the packaging and left-
overs. They visit the usual supermarkets, fast food chains, and school lunchrooms.  
 

 

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=owl+safety&ID=1127100


                       

Grades 3-6 

Perso
nal S

afety &
  

Injury Prevention 

Frenemies: Unhealthy Relationships and what to do about them 
 

What is a frenemy? How can you recognize a frenemy? How can a frenemy hurt you? Can you  
fix a relationship with a frenemy? When do you walk away from a friendship? Th is video and 
print curriculum explores friendships gone awry and provides elementary students with strategies 
for coping with difficult friendships. True-to-life scenarios help kids identify when a friendship has 
turned negative and clearly demonstrate proven, constructive actions that work. 
 

DON’T BULLY ME  

Tom learns that we all have the right to be protected from harm. 

 

Rumors, Gossip and Teasing: It Hurts 

Harassment is when someone or a group of people target someone else with the goal of making 
them feel bad. Teasing and taunting might get you angry, but there are healthy ways to deal with 
it and how it makes us feel. Sometimes the best thing to do is just ignore it. You can avoid people 
who say mean things. If you see others being bullied and picked on, you should say something to 
stop it. Helping the person being picked on will help you feel good about yourself, too. At the end 
of this program students will learn the following: * Rumors, gossip, teasing and taunting are all 
forms of harassment. * Rumors and gossip don't just hurt the person talked about but also hurt 
those who do the talking. * Try to steer clear of people who spread rumors and gossip. * One of 
the best ways to deal with teasing and taunting is to ignore it. * Speak up. Don't stand by when 
you see bullying happen. 

Stop Bullying with Mike Hall  
Mike Hall is a recognized expert and has spent years studying and documenting the ‘bullying’ 
phenomena Mike teaches kids who are the victims of bullying a proven method for disarming 
perpetrators; a method simply called the FOUR C’s. They are CALM, CONNECTED, CONFI-
DENT and last but not least COMPLIMENT THE BULLY!? Mike explains that what motivates bul-
lies is not always what it seems to be so DON’T retreat into yourself, get lonely, depressed and 
DON’T become angry, get violent, DON'T "give them what’s coming"! Mike explains how to put 
the FOUR C’s to work instead.  

 

 

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?lid=10910076&SearchText=FRENEMIES++UNHEALTHY+FRIENDSHIPS+*%7e+WHAT+YOU+CAN+DO+ABOUT+THEM&ID=995245
http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?lid=6801951&SearchText=stop+bullying+with+Mike+Hall&ID=1225803


      Grades 3-6 
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What Is A Drug? Wise Owl Drug Safety Kit 
This video introduces the term drug and specifically relates it to alcohol and tobacco. The harmful 
effects of these substances are carefully described in age-appropriate graphic segments and live
-action scenarios. Viewers are asked to share ideas about other dangerous drugs and why it's 
important to avoid them. Each scene also emphasizes the benefits of a healthy, drug-free life-
style. 
 

Everything You Need to Know about Drugs and the Teen Brain in 22 minutes 

Using the latest research, this fast-paced program explains why the teen years are a critical time 
for brain development—and why drug use of any kind can derail the brain's full potential when it 
comes to critical skills like thinking, remembering, learning and decision making. Viewers learn 
the anatomy of the brain and visit a state-of-the-art research lab to see clinical proof of the dam-
age that drugs and alcohol cause. Students also learn the basic functions of the brain, the role of 
dopamine in the brain's reward pathway and how drugs impact that pathway, leading to addic-
tion. 
 

 

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=owl+safety&ID=1127101


           Grades 3-6 

 

Human Development 

Healthy Touch, Good Boundaries, Safe Kids  

Children learn Stop, Drop and Roll to protect themselves from fire, but are they learning No, Go 
and Tell as a response to unwanted touch? StarShine Workshop’s Healthy Touch, Good Bound-
aries, Safe Kids is designed to teach kids about safe boundaries and what to do when they are 
are in uncomfortable situations. The DVD begins with a 15- minute program for children, teaching 
them the “No, Go, Tell” approach to unhealthy touch or potentially unsafe situations. It provides 
examples of good (healthy) touch and wrong touch, defines private areas of your body (the parts 
covered by your bathing suit), demonstrates the three circles of comfort (strangers, helpers - peo-
ple we have met- and family and friends), and differentiates between good secrets and bad se-
crets. “It’s not your fault” is stressed for anyone who has experienced sexual molestation.  

The Basic Hygiene Video 

Using clever animation along with entertaining comments from real students, as well as expert 
commentary from a pediatrician, this straight-forward program teaches the basics of good hy-
giene. Throughout the video, students are reassured that body odor, bad breath, tooth decay, 
oily hair, skin break outs and acne can all be managed by developing good habits of personal 
care. A racial and ethnically balanced group of teens speak directly to students and weigh in with 
personal advice and hygiene tips. Includes a Girls Only section on menstrual hygiene. Includes: 
20-minute video with 30-page PDF guide.  

 

 

 

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=body+parts&ID=995250


        Grades 6-8 

 
Health
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What’s on your plate? 
What’s on your Plate? is a witty and provocative documentary about kids and food politics. Filmed over 
the course of one year, the film follows two eleven-year-old multi-racial city kids as they explore 
their place in the food chain. Sadie and Safiyah take a close look at food systems in New York City 
and its surrounding areas. With the camera as their companion, the girl guides talk to each other, 
food activists, farmers, new friends, storekeepers, their families, and the viewer, in their quest to 
understand what’s on all of our plates. The girls address questions regarding the origin of the food 
they eat, how it’s cultivated, how many miles it travels from the harvest to their plate, how it’s pre-
pared, who prepares it, and what is done afterwards with the packaging and leftovers. They visit 
the usual supermarkets, fast food chains, and school lunchrooms.  
 
 
 

Food of the Future 
The Great Food Revolution - Episode 4. What will we be eating in the next five years? Pay a visit to 
the assembly lines of the world's biggest food company, the cutting-edge kitchens of "molecular 
gastronomists," and laboratories where scientists cook up petri-dish steak. Provocative, edgy and 
even surreal, the series finale ventures into the future with Jamie Oliver, one of the most popular 
chefs in the world 
 



        Grades 6-8 

 
Health

y Eating 

Fresh Food: What is Farm to Table? 
 

Tap into the current trend of eating locally grown foods without the use of chemical pesticides or 
hormones! The basics of sustainable farming is explored through the eyes of three highly-trained 
chefs who leave big city jobs to carve out a place to grow fresh, healthy ingredients for their gour-
met dishes. Discover the differences between sustainable and organic farming, a brief history of 
American farms, how chefs created and market their farm and how fresh food travels from farm to 
table. 
 
 

 
Get Wise to Portion Size  

Over the past few decades there has been a steady growth in portion sizes we’re served. While 
many of us have grown accustomed to oversized portions, these super-sized portions have brought 
rising rates of overweight and obesity. Learn more about why portion size matters and how to eat 
the right amount for you with short video segments that explain the portion size issue, including: 
Portion size: then and now; Why portion size matters; and, Tips for eating out and at home.  



Grades 6
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Gum in my Hair: How to Cope with Bullying 
One of the first and most popular anti-bullying videos, Gum in my Hair is back with a comprehen-
sive update. Gum in my Hair Version 2.0 includes new research, all new interviews and a new 
approach to tackling the age-old problem of bullying in schools. Like the original, which is being 
used in thousands of schools across North America and Europe, Gum in my Hair 2.0 is energet-
ic, entertaining, and – most importantly – effective. Gum in my Hair 2.0 incorporates new re-
search that emphasizes: The role of the bystander in fueling or defusing a bullying incident; Em-
pathy, and how teaching it can prevent bullying in the hallways; Why it's important to focus on 
bullying rather than just the bully The fact that having one or two friends or allies significantly re-
duces a child's chances of being bullied. It offers young people concrete techniques that they can 
practice and use in response to ongoing bullying.  

 
My Digital Life 

This thought-provoking program explores the perils and possibilities of the brave new digital 
world and addresses issues of privacy and the digital footprint; misguided notions about multi-
tasking and learning; as well as the value of being wired vs. unplugged. Are we really more con-
nected or are we losing intrapersonal skills? Is this technology robbing us of our sleep, our free 
time? Is it controlling our lives? And, what should we be telling our children, ourselves? Experts 
and adolescents offer powerful strategies to effectively navigate a rapidly growing and ever-
changing digital world. 

Predator’s Playground  

As Canadian children are "wired" an average of seven hours a day on laptops, tablets, and cell 
phones, there are an estimated 750,000 predators online worldwide right now, lurking, "liking" 
and learning the online activities of underaged users. Is it easy pickings for predators in the 
online world? W5 investigates how much children and teens are sharing through social media 
and speaks to the mother of a teen whose tragic suicide rattled Canada says what happened to 
her daughter could happen to anyone. Detective Randy Norton is part of an Ontario Provincial 
Police joint taskforce called “Project P” – the “P” stands for child pornography. At his office at 
Durham Regional Police we watched him work, logging onto chat rooms while posing as a teen. 
Within minutes he’s being invited to chat and share pictures with what are obviously older men.  

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=bully&ID=995249


    Grades 6-8 

 

Bullying: There's Always a Way Out 
Bullying has moved past face-to-face interaction. Junior High and High School students present 
real-life scenarios of bullying, including bullying through the internet, texts and video. Difficult and 
distressing situations in a variety of settings are addressed, followed by both unproductive ac-
tions and resolutions that work. This program covers bullying from its painful beginning to its 
peaceful end. Video program plus a digital workbook with activities, program summaries, discus-
sion questions and further resources; Addresses bullying in its many forms - including friendship 
manipulation, physical threats and cyber-bullying; Covers present social issues that result from 
modern day technology. Content written and reviewed by a team of professionals, including 
counselors, psychologists and educators. 
 

 

Generation Cyberbully: Bullying without Borders  
What is cyberbullying and how is it different than regular bullying? What should students do if it 
happens to them, or someone they know? Learn why bullies do what they do, and hear a social 
media expert discuss the effects of cyberbullying 
 
 

CONFESSIONS OF A BULLY 
Many anti-bullying materials focus exclusively on the victims - but what about the bullies them-
selves? This unique, documentary-style program addresses the bullying crisis from the perpetra-
tor’s point of view. Former bullies offer frank descriptions of how they also provide real-life advice 
on how to stop bullying and make amends. Psychology experts analyze the root causes of bully-
ing and offer guidance on how to stop it. Once mistreated and harassed their peers, explaining 
why they acted that way and why they decided to change their behaviour.  

Perso
nal S

afety &
 

Injury Prevention 

http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=bully&ID=757478
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Recovering: Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa 

Eating disorders anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa afflict people of all ages and race, espe-
cially young women, and are serious medical conditions that can be deadly if left untreated. Join 
documentary filmmaker and host Larkin McPhee (Dying to Be Thin) as she uncovers the chal-
lenges of coping with an eating disorder. Meet some experts and people in recovery who offer an 
honest appraisal of their struggles to overcome their eating disorders. Topics and themes dis-
cussed include: Who is at risk? What sustains an eating disorder? Why are eating disorders dan-
gerous? How are eating disorders treated? 

 

Mental Health: The Basics 

A person's overall mental health can be difficult to define. How we feel and the factors influencing 
our emotions and moods are explored in this upbeat, animation-driven program. Viewers will be 
introduced to the causes and symptoms of mental health issues, such as depression and anxie-
ty, and the many ways in which people cope with these challenges. The concept of stigma is ex-
amined, including how we might change perspectives on those suffering from mental illness. This 
excellent program offers a perfect introduction to this complex area of personal well-being.  

Pothead 

Pothead tells the fictional story of Trevor, a teen becoming gradually addicted to marijuana as his 
grades slip, his relationships with his parents and friends become strained, and his motivation to 
do things other than smoking marijuana diminishes. As Trevor’s downward spiral plays out, the 
program weaves in interviews with real teens who were potheads, but managed to turn their lives 
around. Their stories provide a thought-provoking counterpoint to Trevor’s story, underscoring 
the message that addicted teens can change their lives for the better.  



  Grades 6-8 

 

Ten Bad Things about Smoking and Tobacco You Probably Didn't Know  

Kids know that tobacco use is harmful to their health, but they are stuck in the mindset that noth-
ing bad will happen to them. This program offers teens ten reasons to change that dangerous 
mindset. Here are the ten facts: Today's cigarettes are more lethal than ever before Nicotine is 
as addictive as cocaine and heroin Smoking causes type-2 diabetes Smoking causes eye dis-
ease and blindness Smoking hurts your chances of having a healthy baby Chewing tobacco 
causes cancers of the mouth and throat Second and third-hand smoke kills Tobacco causes seri-
ous environmental damage Smoking damages the immune system Why e-cigarettes are not the 
answer.  

What's Up With E-Cigarettes?  

E-cigarette usage by middle school and high school students is exploding even though sales are 
prohibited to minors in 25 states. While many consider e-cigarettes to be safer than smoking, the 
FDA has said it is just too early to know the short and long term dangers. This program gives stu-
dents all the facts that are known today and urges caution. Already there are reports that kids are 
using e cigarettes for other purposes such as inhaling vapors of marijuana. Experts and teen us-
ers address the potential dangers.  

Substa
nce Use,  
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http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ActiveId=Cust&lid=6801951&ListView=true&page9=0&pageAll=0&pageCust=0&SearchText=ten+things+about+smoking&ID=1225845
http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?lid=6801951&SearchText=whats+up+with+e+&ID=1225855

